ELECTRIC GLADSTONE
Effective from 26th June 2017.

The ultimate curve appeal. Dashingly handsome, and shamelessly tactile, Gladstone's simple classic styling and efficient
performance, brings elegance, warmth and quality to contemporary and period interiors alike.
Listed below are the shortest length radiators needed to accommodate the relevant sized element. If you wish to have longer
radiators for aesthetic reasons then these can be made up. Please ask for prices.
Electric elements are finished in white as standard. Other finishes are available for an extra £20 + VAT. Electric elements
come as a separate item for DIY installation. Please ask for more details.
Upgrade any of our electric radiators including the Electric Gladstone to ensure the ultimate in control, minimising energy
wastage. Wirelessly link electric radiators to create a complete, centrally controlled heating system using our in-house
controller or use our smart system to control electric radiators remotely via you PC, tablet or smartphone. Please ask for
more information on controlling electric radiators.

ELECTRIC GLADSTONE 570mm high (174mm deep)
Code

BAR
BAR
BAR
BAR
BAR

570/6/E
570/8/E
570/11/E
570/14/E
570/18/E

Sections

Length

6
8
11
14
18*

(mm)
463
606
821
1035
1321

Heat
output
Watts
600
900
1200
1500
2000

Primer
£
419
507
639
770
946

Standard
Paint finishes
£
468
572
729
885
1094

*Radiators will arrive in 2 blocks to be joined together on site. Joining tool required and supplied on a sale or return basis (£100 + VAT refundable
deposit)

ELECTRIC GLADSTONE 740mm high (174mm deep)
Code

BAR
BAR
BAR
BAR

740/6/E
740/8/E
740/9/E
740/12/E

Sections

Length

6
8
9
12

(mm)
463
606
678
892

Heat
output
Watts
900
1200
1500
2000

Primer
£
426
517
562
698

Standard
Paint finishes
£
475
582
636
796

Important information is shown overleaf.
The above prices shown are exclusive of VAT.
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SEE LAST PAGE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION.



All Gladstone radiators are made to order; primer and metallic finishes = approximately 1 week / other colours = approximately 2 weeks.

Finishes for GLADSTONE – see further important information on last page
Primer – black primer as standard (white primer available on request).
Standard Paint Finishes (colour swatches available)

Farrow & Ball colours. Oil eggshell finish as standard. Please specify at time of order if you want a matt, satin or full
gloss finish.

Wide range of colours. Eggshell finish as standard. Matt, satin or gloss finishes on request. Please specify at time of
order if you require matt, satin or high gloss finish.

Treasurer Metallic Range – guinea gold, sovereign gold, farthing, old florin grey, anthracite, sterling, old pewter,
copper (matt with slight metallic sheen finish).
Non-Standard Paint Finishes - bespoke matching service for all colours that do not fall within the Standard Paint Finishes.
Please ask for a quote.
Element finish – white as standard. A limited range of other finishes are available for a surcharge.
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ELECTRIC CAST IRON RADIATORS
All our electric cast iron radiators are central heating models that are supplied with a DIY electric element kit
for installation on site. We have included a selection of cast iron models in our Electric Collection, however
we can also electrify further cast iron radiator models. See our Traditional range for the other models
available and refer to our sales team for sizes and pricing information.
Delivery – delivery available to any address on the UK mainland.
Quality - Our radiator sections are joined together using seals that have been specifically sourced to ensure a
neat finish between sections. This avoids the risk of paint issues that have been seen in cast iron radiators
where standard seals are used.
Parts included - Radiators are supplied with the necessary fixings i.e. brackets, spacers, air vents etc (note:
screws are not supplied).
Floor-standing or wall-hung? – All electric cast iron radiators are supplied floor-standing, with integral feet,
as standard.
Longer sizes - Listed below are the shortest length cast iron radiators needed to accommodate the relevant
sized element. If you want longer radiators for aesthetic reasons then these can be made up. Please ask for
prices.
Electric elements for cast iron radiators







Supplied as a DIY electric element kit for installation on site
The electric element has 1m of white flex and is for DIY installation on site – full instructions provided.
Adjustable (operating range 20-70°C) element with frost protection setting, 240V on/off operation.
Elements are supplied in white as standard. A limited range of other finishes are available on request
for a surcharge of £20 excluding VAT.
Please allow an extra 60mm width for the element control box.
Upgrade any electric cast iron radiators using our iBox system to ensure the ultimate in control,
minimising energy wastage. Wirelessly link electric radiators to create a complete, centrally controlled
heating system using our in-house controller or use our smart system to control electric radiators
remotely via you PC, tablet or smartphone. Please ask for more information on controlling electric
radiators.

Cast iron radiator finishes
Texture of finish - Cast iron radiators have a rough/textured finish; this is a characteristic of cast iron. If
you are looking for a perfectly smooth finish on a column radiator, we instead recommend going for a steel
radiator such as the Classic, Bordo, Vault, Colori, Creamery and Core radiators.
Primer finishes – Primer finish is a base coat. The primer finish is not intended as a finished surface therefore
an appropriate undercoat and top coats (wet paints, NOT powder coats) would need to be applied. We can
deliver radiators in this finish to site or to your nominated painting company.
Powder coating – DO NOT powder coat cast iron radiators; this process can weaken the seals between
sections which will lead to leaks. Powder coating will invalidate the manufacturer’s guarantee.
Light colour options - Please be aware that pewter, white, cream and other light coloured paint finishes
highlight the imperfections characteristic of cast iron more than the darker colours.
Hand-painted finishes – Burnished, antiqued and highlighted finishes available on the ornate cast iron
radiators are all done by hand. Therefore variation will occur from one radiator to the next.
Shade variations – These may occur from one paint batch to the next, particularly in respect of the matt
metallic finishes. Where it is imperative that radiators exactly colour match, then such radiators should be
ordered together. If you are looking to match the colour of radiators ordered previously, please disclose this
at the time of order, so we can do what we can to minimize the variation in shade.
Cancellations – All cast iron radiators are assembled and painted to order. This means, once manufacture
has commenced, orders cannot be cancelled.
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All sales are subject to our standard terms and conditions; a copy can be downloaded from our
website or is available on request.

Electric element


Comes with 1 year manufacturer’s warranty



Element in white as standard. Other finishes available, please ask for details.



The electric element has 1m of white flex and is for DIY installation on site – full instructions provided.



Adjustable (operating range 20-70°C) element with frost protection setting, 240V on/off operation.



Please allow an extra 60mm width for the element control box.



This element is suitable for use with our iBox product, which adds more functions including time and temperature controls and wireless linking to
other electric radiators using a central controller. See the Electric page of our website for more information.
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